Relaxed constraint and evolutionary rate variation between basic helix-loop-helix floral anthocyanin regulators in Ipomoea.
Regulatory genes are believed to play a large role in morphological diversification and are often characterized by elevated rates of evolution. Whether this rapid evolution is primarily due to adaptive differentiation or relaxed selective constraint remains an open question. We attempted to distinguish between these alternative outcomes in 2 transcription factors known to regulate the expression of anthocyanin pigmentation genes in flowers. We cloned the full-length coding region from 2 basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors from several species of Ipomoea with diverse flower colors and determined the selective forces operating on them. In both genes, rapidly evolving sites and indel mutations are clustered in nonbinding domains, but the extent of rate acceleration in these domains is reduced relative to most previously characterized plant transcription factors. Moreover, codon models of substitution rates and models evaluating the magnitude of change to physical amino acid properties demonstrate little evidence for adaptive evolution and suggest that elevated nonsynonymous substitution rates in these domains represent relaxed selective constraint. Although both genes show qualitatively similar patterns, their rates of evolution differ significantly due to an increased rate of nonsynonymous substitutions in the nonbinding domains in one copy, suggesting substantial differences in functional constraint on each gene. In general, these results provide additional evidence demonstrating that decreased constraint as opposed to positive selection is largely responsible for the frequently observed pattern of rapid evolution in particular domains of plant transcription factors. More specifically, they suggest that most of the amino acid substitutions are neutral and do not implicate a role for natural selection on these regulatory genes in the diversification of flower color in Ipomoea.